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Steve Jobs, adopted in infancy by a family in San Francisco, packed a lot of life into fifty-six short

years. In this Who Wasâ€¦? biography, children will learn how his obsession with computers and

technology at an early age led him to co-found and run Apple, in addition to turning Pixar into a

ground-breaking animation studio. A college dropout, Jobs took unconventional steps in his path to

success and inspired the best and the brightest to come with him and â€œchange the world.â€•
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All of the "Who was" books are great. They offer more information than just about the person the

book is written about and are a great resource for kids to learn about an era or issue in history. Also,

they are "reader friendly" therefore very inviting to a kid that may not be interested in history or

biographies. Our faqmily highly recommend any and all of them!

Daughter read this book for a book report and we all learned alot about mr. Jobs. Very instersting

read that everyone one should try.



My grandson had a research paper to do on Steve Jobs. This book was a real help and gave a lot of

back ground information in a simple and straightforward manner. He was able to get a lot of basic

information here and then go to other places if he needed to expand on the basic information. Very

well done for an elementary school child.

When I was reading this book, I thought this book was so easy to read. But, that wasn`t important,

the most importance was " Who was Steve Jobs." This book, is about one great men, who never

give up, even though he didn`t earn lots of money, and thinked for people`s useful way to use

electronic divice.

Between this book and a documentary on YouTube-actually his dissertation to Stanford on

YouTube were great information for a report for my 12-year-old daughter.I really appreciated

learning about his tenacity to work for what he believed in.I don't know all the closed-door stuff

about him of course or his real life, but it seems seems was really an amazing person when it came

to work anyways.Though it seemed he may of been difficult to work with at times it also seems he

really had a knack for seeing the talent and beauty in a lot of different people and objects.It also

opened the discussion with my daughter about the fragility of life, and no matter how much money

you have....we have to really think about the things that are worth living for...and loving for.

Great little book. We buy lots of Who Was books and use them for homeschool enrichment. Short

chapters, larger font, and lots of pictures make these books an easy read. This was a great addition

to our collection.

Great book. We love this series "Who was...", it's a great way to let kids read about real people that

made history without it being too boring. My 8 year old can read these books in a day, so we might

see if the library carries them.

This series of biographies are good for elementary school kids. Good for learning about real people

which I think is a good change from the fictional books kids usually read. Inspiring in a different way.
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